Industrial Work And Life An Anthropological Reader
Yeah, reviewing a ebook Industrial Work And Life An Anthropological Reader could add your close associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, talent does not recommend that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as competently as deal even more than further will present each success. neighboring to, the notice as competently as sharpness of this Industrial Work And Life An Anthropological Reader can be taken as competently as picked to act.

The Ashgate Research Companion to Anthropology Andrew J. Strathern 2016-03-03 This companion provides an indispensable overview
of contemporary and classical issues in social and cultural anthropology. Although anthropology has expanded greatly over time in terms of
the diversity of topics in which its practitioners engage, many of the broad themes and topics at the heart of anthropological thought remain
perennially vital, such as understanding order and change, diversity and continuity, and conﬂict and co-operation in the reproduction of social
life. Bringing together leading scholars in the ﬁeld, the contributors to this volume provide us with thoughtful and fruitful ways of thinking
about a number of contemporary and long-standing arenas of work where both established and more recent researchers are engaged. The
companion begins by exploring classic topics such as Religion; Rituals; Language and Culture; Violence; and Gender. This is followed by a
focus on current developments within the discipline including Human Rights; Globalization; and Diasporas and Cosmopolitanism. It provides an
interesting and challenging look at the state of current thinking in anthropology, serving as a rich resource for scholars and students alike.
Industrial Work and Life Massimiliano Mollona 2020-12-23 Industrial Work and Life: An Anthropological Reader is a comprehensive
anthropological overview of industrialisation in both Western and non-Western societies. Based on contemporary and historical ethnographic
material, the book unpacks the 'world of industry' in the context of the shop ﬂoor, the family, and the city, revealing the rich social and
political texture underpinning economic development. It also provides a critical discussion of the assumptions that inform much of the social
science literature on industrialisation and industrial 'modernity'. The reader is divided into four thematic sections, each with a clear and
informative introduction: historical development of industrial capitalism; shopﬂoor organisation; the relationships between the workplace and
the home; the teleology of industrial 'modernity' and working-class consciousness. With readings by key writers from a range of backgrounds
and disciplines, Industrial Work and Life is the essential introduction to the study of industrialisation in diﬀerent societies. It will appeal to
students across a wide range of subjects including: anthropology, comparative sociology, social history, development studies, industrial
relations and management studies. Includes essays by: E.P. Thompson, Aihwa Ong, Jonathan Parry, Thomas C. Smith, Harry Braverman,
Michael Burawoy, Huw Beynon, Françoise Zonabend, James Carrier, Leslie Salzinger, Ching Kwan Lee, Ronald Dore, Tom Gill, Carla Freeman,
Max Gluckman, James Ferguson, Chitra Joshi, Lisa Rofel, Geert De Neve, Karl Marx, Rajnarayan Chandavarkar, Robert Roberts, June Nash,
Christena Turner.
Middle Classes in Africa Lena Kroeker 2018-02-19 This volume challenges the concept of the ‘new African middle class’ with new theoretical
and empirical insights into the changing lives in Sub-Saharan Africa. Diverse middle classes are on the rise, but models of class based on
experiences from other regions of the world cannot be easily transferred to the African continent. Empirical contributions, drawn from a
diverse range of contexts, address both African histories of class formation and the political roles of the continent’s middle classes, and also
examine the important interdependencies that cut across inter-generational, urban-rural and class divides. This thought-provoking book
argues emphatically for a revision of common notions of the 'middle class', and for the inclusion of insights 'from the South' into the global
debate on class. Middle Classes in Africa will be of interest to students and scholars across a range of disciplines, as well as NGOs and policy
makers with an interest in African societies.
Ordinary Ethics in China Charles Staﬀord 2020-06-07 Drawing on a wide range of anthropological case studies, this book focuses on ordinary
ethics in contemporary China. The book examines the kinds of moral and ethical issues that emerge (sometimes almost unnoticed) in the ﬂow
of everyday life in Chinese communities.How are schoolchildren judged to be good or bad by their teachers and their peers - and how should a
'bad' student be dealt with? What exactly do children owe their parents, and how should this debt be repaid? Is it morally acceptable to be
jealous if one's neighbours suddenly become rich? Should the wrongs of the past be forgotten, e.g. in the interests of communal harmony, or
should they be dealt with now?In the case of China, such questions have obviously been shaped by the historical contexts against which they
have been posed, and by the weight of various Chinese traditions. But this book approaches them on a human scale. More speciﬁcally, it
approaches them from an anthropological perspective, based on participation in the ﬂow of everyday life during ethnographic ﬁeldwork in
Chinese communities.
Biosocial Becomings Tim Ingold 2013-06-13 Going beyond the division of nature and society, this unique book explores human life as a
process of biosocial becoming.
Marketing Hope Leonie Schiﬀauer 2019-05-01 Multilevel marketing and pyramid schemes promote the idea that participants can easily
become rich. These popular economies turn ordinary people into advocates of their interests and missionaries of the American Dream.
Marketing Hope looks at how diﬀerent types of get-rich-quick schemes manifest themselves in a Siberian town. By focusing on their social
dynamics, Leonie Schiﬀauer provides insights into how capitalist logic is learned and negotiated, and how it aﬀects local realities in a postSoviet environment.
Facing the Crisis Fulvia D’Aloisio 2020-09-01 Among the founding nations of the European Union, no nation has experienced a more
devastating aﬀect from the 2008 economic crisis than Italy. Although its recovery has recently begun, Italy has fallen even further behind EU
economic leaders and the EU average. Looking at how and why this happened, Facing the Crisis brings together ethnographic material from
anthropological research projects carried out in various Italian industrial locations. With its wide breadth of locations and industries, the
volume looks at all corners of the diverse Italian manufacturing system.
Working Misunderstandings Frauke Mörike 2021-11-30 Misunderstandings are often perceived as something to be avoided yet delineate an
integrative part of everyday work. This book addresses the role that misunderstandings play in collaborative work and, above all, their eﬀects
on the organisational result. As exempliﬁed by project collaboration across three oﬃces of a multinational corporation in India, Frauke Mörike
explores how misunderstandings shape the organisational system and why they prove not only necessary but even productive for
organisational functioning. In doing so, she oﬀers new ways to think about collaboration and establishes `misunderstanding' as a key factor of
insight for the ﬁeld of organisational research.
The Political Economy of the New Egyptian Republic Nicholas S. Hopkins 2015-05-15 Egypt is a country of its people. What has been the eﬀect
on its inhabitants of the 2011 revolution and subsequent developments? In 2013, a conference held under the auspices of Cairo Papers in
Social Science examined this issue from the points of view of anthropologists, historians, political scientists, psychologists, and urban planners.
The papers collected here reveal the strategies that various actors employed in this situation. Contributors: Ellis Goldberg, David Sims,
Yasmine Ahmed, Deena Abdelmonem, Dina Makram-Ebeid, Clement Henry, Sandrine Gamblin, Hans Christian Korsholm Nielsen, Zeinab AbulMagd
Workers and Labour in a Globalised Capitalism Maurizio Atzeni 2013-11-25 An introduction to work and society for undergraduate and
postgraduate students. This new text brings together international experts on work and employment from a range of disciplines to debate key
themes and issues related to work in a globalised economy.
Balkan Border Crossings Vassilis Nitsiakos 2013-12-20 This book is the third publication of the Konitsa Summer School in Anthropology,
Ethnography, and Comparative Folklore of the Balkans, containing the proceedings of the years 2009 and 2010. It includes papers written by
members of the teaching staﬀ, papers delivered as lectures or especially prepared for the book, papers written by students based principally
on their ﬁeldwork exercises in Greece and Albania, presentations of ongoing PhD theses, and, ﬁnally, the syllabi of the subjects of instruction.
Contents include: Varieties of Capitalism and Varieties of Economic Anthropology * Towards the Road: Urban Spacialities of Political Transition
in Gjirokaster * Border Narratives: Testimonies of Albanian Immigrants in Greece * The Utopia of Dialogue in Intercultural Encounters * A
Glocal Testament: The Case of the Rizarios Foundation * When Boundaries Deﬁne Memory * Dreaming the Privatized Skopje * Methodological
Insights in Dance Anthropology: Embodying Indentities in Dance Celebrations in the Context of Metamorphosis of Sotiros in Sotira, South
Albania * The Cambas Estate: The Polyphony of a "Vital" Space * The "Mykonos" of Albania: Touristic Development in the City of Saranda *
How Many Meters Does It Take to Change a Country? Identity, Borders and Migration in a Greek Minority Village of Albania (Series: Balkan
Border Crossings - Vol. 3)
Building from Scrap Umut Kuruüzüm 2022-05-24 This book is about the ﬂourishing scrap recycling industry, reconstruction, and state-making
in Iraqi Kurdistan within the wider conditions of the war economy, ruination, and state disintegration in Iraq. Through a dialectical relationship
between the afterlife and continuity of war over distinct but conjoined landscapes, it examines industrial work, labouring, and statelessness on
a frontier territory near the self-proclaimed Islamic State (ISIS). By documenting the advance of the global steelmaking industry, the spread
and erosion of selective state sovereignty, and the struggle of dispossessed workers, the book sketches the economic geography of a
contemporary market expansion over the northeast of Iraq in a relational and dynamic way.
Critical Times in Greece Dimitris Dalakoglou 2017-10-20 This volume brings together new anthropological research on the Greek crisis. With
a number of contributions from academics based in Greece, the book addresses a number of key issues such as the refugee crisis, far-right
extremism and the psychological impact of increased poverty and unemployment. It provides much needed ethnographic contributions and
critical anthropological perspectives at a key moment in Greece’s history, and will be of great interest to researchers interested in the social,
political and economic developments in southern Europe. It is the ﬁrst collection to explore the impact of this period of radical social change
on anthropological understandings of Greece.
Political Economy, Neoliberalism, and the Prehistoric Economies of Latin America Ty Matejowsky 2012-10-24 Continues on-going presentation
of highly engaging anthropological research. This title contains a range of broad based and localized topics economic anthropologists that
explore from various critical perspectives. It addresses questions of how political economy is articulated through processes of consumption,
production, and evolution.
Feminist Anthropology Ellen Lewin 2009-02-09 Feminist Anthropology surveys the history of feministanthropology and oﬀers students and
scholars a fascinatingcollection of both classic and contemporary articles, grouped tohighlight key themes from the past and present. Oﬀers
vibrant examples of feminist ethnographic work ratherthan synthetic overviews of the ﬁeld. Each section is framed by a theoretical and
bibliographicessay. Includes a thoughtful introduction to the volume that providescontext and discusses the intellectual “foremothers” ofthe
ﬁeld, including Margaret Mead, Ruth Landes, Phyllis Kaberry,and Zora Neale Hurston.
Worldwide Mobilizations Don Kalb 2018-06-11 The past decades have seen signiﬁcant urban insurrections worldwide, and this volume
analyzes some of them from an anthropological perspective; it argues that transformations of urban class relationships must be approached in
a way that is both globally informed and deeply embedded in local and popular histories, and contends that every case of urban mobilization
should be understood against its precise context in the global capitalist transformation. The book examines cases of mobilization across the
globe, and employs a Marxian class framework, open to the diverse and multi-scalar dynamics of urban politics, especially struggles for spatial
justice.
Anthro-Vision Gillian Tett 2021-06-08 While today’s business world is dominated by technology and data analysis, award-winning ﬁnancial
journalist and anthropology PhD Gillian Tett advocates thinking like an anthropologist to better understand consumer behavior, markets, and
organizations to address some of society’s most urgent challenges. Amid severe digital disruption, economic upheaval, and political ﬂux, how
can we make sense of the world? Leaders today typically look for answers in economic models, Big Data, or artiﬁcial intelligence platforms.
Gillian Tett points to anthropology—the study of human culture. Anthropologists learn to get inside the minds of other people, helping them
not only to understand other cultures but also to appraise their own environment with fresh perspective as an insider-outsider, gaining lateral
vision. Today, anthropologists are more likely to study Amazon warehouses than remote Amazon tribes; they have done research into
institutions and companies such as General Motors, Nestlé, Intel, and more, shedding light on practical questions such as how internet users
really deﬁne themselves; why corporate projects fail; why bank traders miscalculate losses; how companies sell products like pet food and
pensions; why pandemic policies succeed (or not). Anthropology makes the familiar seem unfamiliar and vice versa, giving us badly needed
three-dimensional perspective in a world where many executives are plagued by tunnel vision, especially in ﬁelds like ﬁnance and technology.
“Fascinating and surprising” (Fareed Zararia, CNN), Anthro-Vision oﬀers a revolutionary new way for understanding the behavior of
organizations, individuals, and markets in today’s ever-evolving world.
The Anthropology of Corporate Social Responsibility Catherine Dolan 2016-03-01 The Anthropology of Corporate Social Responsibility
explores the meanings, practices, and impact of corporate social and environmental responsibility across a range of transnational corporations
and geographical locations (Bangladesh, Cameroon, Chile, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ghana, India, Peru, South Africa, the UK, and
the USA). The contributors examine the expectations, frictions and contradictions the CSR movement is generating and addressing key issues
such as the introduction of new forms of management, control, and discipline through ethical and environmental governance or the extent to
which corporate responsibility challenges existing patterns of inequality rather than generating new geographies of inclusion and exclusion.
Social Movements June Nash 2004-11-30 Social Movements: An Anthropological Reader expands on standard studies of social movements
by oﬀering a collection of writings that is exclusively anthropological in nature and global in its focus-thereby serving as an invaluable tool for
instructors and students alike. Based on ﬁeldwork carried out on four continents - North America, South America, Africa, and Asia - and in 14
countries Includes articles that address problems ranging from global health and the spread of diseases; loss of control over basic resources
such as water and fuel; militarization; to the repression of indigenous peoples and of women Oﬀers solutions formulated by local peoples
Flexible Capitalism Jens Kjaerulﬀ 2015-03-01 Approaching “work” as at heart a practice of exchange, this volume explores sociality in work
environments marked by the kind of structural changes that have come to deﬁne contemporary “ﬂexible” capitalism. It introduces
anthropological exchange theory to a wider readership, and shows how the perspective oﬀers new ways to enquire about the ﬂexible
capitalism’s social dimensions. The essays contribute to a trans-disciplinary scholarship on contemporary economic practice and change by
documenting how, across diverse settings, “gift-like” socialities proliferate, and even sustain the intensiﬁed ﬂexible commoditization that more
commonly is touted as tearing social relations apart. By interrogating a keenly debated contemporary work regime through an approach to
sociality rooted in a rich and distinct anthropological legacy, the volume also makes a novel contribution to the anthropological literature on
work and on exchange.
Border Capitalism, Disrupted Stephen Campbell 2018-04-15 Border Capitalism, Disrupted presents an insightful ethnography of migrant
labor regulation at the Mae Sot Special Border Economic Zone on the Myanmar border in northwest Thailand. By bringing a new deployment of
workerist and autonomist theory to bear on his ﬁeldwork, Stephen Campbell highlights the ways in which workers’ struggles have catalyzed
transformations in labor regulation at the frontiers of capital in the global south. Looking outwards from Mae Sot, Campbell engages extant
scholarship on ﬂexibilization and precarious labor, which, typically, is based on the development experiences of the global north. Campbell
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emphasizes the everyday practices of migrants, the police, employers, NGOs, and private passport brokers to understand the "politics of
precarity" and the new forms of worker organization and resistance that are emerging in Asian industrial zones. Focusing, in particular, on the
uses and eﬀects of borders as technologies of rule, Campbell argues that geographies of labor regulation can be read as the contested and
fragile outcomes of prior and ongoing working-class struggles. Border Capitalism, Disrupted concludes that with the weakened inﬂuence of
formal unions, understanding the role of these alternative forms of working-class organizations in labor-capital relations becomes critical. With
a broad data set gleaned from almost two years of ﬁeldwork, Border Capitalism, Disrupted will appeal directly to those in anthropology, labor
studies, political economy, and geography, as well as Southeast Asian studies.
History of the Telugu Christians James Elisha Taneti 2011-03-17 Christian communities in the state Andhra Pradesh of south India and the
Telugu Christians in diaspora have passed their stories from one generation to the next by oral traditions as well as in scattered texts. James
Elisha Taneti's History of the Telugu Christians: A Bibliography lists more than 700 published and unpublished textual sources related to the
history of Telugu Christians from south India, including monographs, journal articles, letters, reports, minutes and the proceedings of
missionary conferences, unpublished theses, dissertations, souvenirs, and manuscripts. Taneti's insightful historiographical analysis and
comprehensive list of bibliographic sources oﬀer seminarians, historians, and scholars the opportunity to study the religious history of India
through the founding and evolution of this community.
Being Middle-class in India Henrike Donner 2012-06-25 Hailed as the beneﬁciary, driving force and result of globalisation, India’s middle-class
is puzzling in its diversity, as a multitude of traditions, social formations and political constellations manifest contribute to this project. This
book looks at Indian middle-class lifestyles through a number of case studies, ranging from a historical account detailing the making of a
savvy middle-class consumer in the late colonial period, to saving clubs among women in Delhi’s upmarket colonies and the dilemmas of
entrepreneurial families in Tamil Nadu’s industrial towns. The book pays tribute to the diversity of regional, caste, rural and urban origins that
shape middle- class lifestyles in contemporary India and highlights common themes, such as the quest for upward mobility, common
consumption practices, the importance of family values, gender relations and educational trajectories. It unpacks the notion that the Indian
middle-class can be understood in terms of public performances, surveys and economic markers, and emphasises how the study of middleclass culture needs to be based on detailed studies, as everyday practices and private lives create the distinctive sub-cultures and cultural
politics that characterise the Indian middle class today. With its focus on private domains middleclassness appears as a carefully orchestrated
and complex way of life and presents a fascinating way to understand South Asian cultures and communities through the prism of social class.
Music in Human Life John Edmund Kaemmer 1993 Presents an overview of the social and cultural factors involved in music making and
introduces the unique features of various world music systems. Emphasizes the social sources of music, oﬀering insights into the human
motivations and behaviors that produce music. An audio cassette is included with the music used as examples in the book. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The Liminal Worker Manos Spyridakis 2016-03-03 The Liminal Worker examines the experience of work, employment, employment insecurity
and precariousness in a context of high unemployment and welfare state crisis in modern Greece. A theoretically-informed, anthropological
exploration of the notion of work in contemporary western society and its relation to processes of political decision making, this book
challenges the mainstream conception of work as an economic or purely productive activity, presenting a comparative analysis of work as a
social phenomenon. Drawing on original empirical research, it explores the key themes of the transformation, experience, meaning and
narrative of work and its relation to attendant social policies. A unique examination of the complicated experience of work and labour relations
within power systems, institutions and organisations, as well as the reactions and survival strategies of ordinary actors facing precariousness
in their daily existence, The Liminal Worker elaborates upon the notion of the anthropology of work and investigates the connection between
ethnographic data (and its critical analysis) and the formation of policy. As such, it will be of interest to anthropologists, sociologists, policy
makers and geographers concerned with questions of work, labour relations and policy formation.
Reading Country Music Cecelia Tichi 1998 Expanded edition of special SAQ issue on country music. Six new articles will be added by Jocelyn
Neal on the structure of country, Cristine Kreyling on “Music Row” in Nashville, Walter Herbert on Willie Nelson and the interpretation of his m
Economic Anthropology Chris Hann 2018-06-11 This book is a new introduction to the history and practice of economic anthropology by two
leading authors in the ﬁeld. They show that anthropologists have contributed to understanding the three great questions of modern economic
history: development, socialism and one-world capitalism. In doing so, they connect economic anthropology to its roots in Western philosophy,
social theory and world history. Up to the Second World War anthropologists tried and failed to interest economists in their exotic ﬁndings.
They then launched a vigorous debate over whether an approach taken from economics was appropriate to the study of non-industrial
economies. Since the 1970s, they have developed a critique of capitalism based on studying it at home as well as abroad. The authors aim to
rejuvenate economic anthropology as a humanistic project at a time when the global ﬁnancial crisis has undermined conﬁdence in free market
economics. They argue for the continued relevance of predecessors such as Marcel Mauss and Karl Polanyi, while oﬀering an incisive review of
recent work in this ﬁeld. Economic Anthropology is an excellent introduction for social science students at all levels, and it presents general
readers with a challenging perspective on the world economy today. Selected by Choice as a 2013 Outstanding Academic Title
Reconstructing Adult Masculinities Emma E. Cook 2016-03-22 Over the past two decades, Japan’s socioeconomic environment has undergone
considerable changes prompted by both a long recession and the relaxation of particular labour laws in the 1990s and 2000s. Within this
context, "freeters", part-time workers aged between ﬁfteen and thirty-four who are not housewives or students, emerged into the public arena
as a social problem. This book, drawing on six years of ethnographic research, takes the lives of male freeters as a lens to examine
contemporary ideas and experiences of adult masculinities. It queries how notions of adulthood and masculinity are interwoven and how these
ideals are changing in the face of large-scale employment shifts. Highlighting the continuing importance of productivity and labour in
understandings of masculinities, it argues that men experience and practice multiple masculinities which are often contradictory, sometimes
limiting, and change as they age and in interaction with others, and with social structures, institutions, and expectations. Providing a
fascinating alternative to the stereotypical idea of the Japanese male as a salaryman, this book will be of huge interest to students and
scholars of Japanese culture and society, social and cultural anthropology, gender and men's studies.
Industrial Labor on the Margins of Capitalism Chris Hann 2018-03-28 Bringing together ethnographic case studies of industrial labor from
diﬀerent parts of the world, Industrial Labor on the Margins of Capitalism explores the increasing casualization of workforces and the
weakening power of organized labor. This division owes much to state policies and is reﬂected in local understandings of class. By exploring
this relationship, these essays question the claim that neoliberal ideology has become the new ‘commonsense’ of our times and suggest
various propositions about the conditions that create employment regimes based on ﬂexible labor.
Making Film in Egypt Chihab El Khachab 2021-03-02 An ethnographic study of the Egyptian ﬁlm industry The enormous inﬂuence of the
Egyptian ﬁlm industry on popular culture and collective imagination across the Arab world is widely acknowledged, but little is known about its
concrete workings behind the scenes. Making Film in Egypt provides a fascinating glimpse into the lived reality of commercial ﬁlm production
in today’s Cairo, with an emphasis on labor hierarchies, production practices, and the recent transition to digital technologies. Drawing on indepth interviews and participant observation among production workers, on-set technicians, and artistic crew members, Chihab El Khachab
sets out to answer a simple question: how do ﬁlmmakers deal with the unpredictable future of their ﬁlms? The answer unfolds through a
journey across the industry’s political economy, its labor processes, its technological infrastructure, its logistical and artistic work, and its
imagined audiences. The result is a complex and nuanced portrait of the Arab world’s largest ﬁlm industry, rich in ethnographic detail and
theoretical innovations in media anthropology, media studies, and Middle East anthropology.
Anthropology in the City Italo Pardo 2016-05-23 With half of humanity already living in towns and cities and that proportion expected to
increase in the coming decades, society - both Western and non-Western - is fast becoming urban and even mega-urban. As such, research in
urban settings is evidently timely and of great importance. Anthropology in the City brings together a leading team of anthropologists to
address the complex methodological and theoretical challenges posed by ﬁeld-research in urban settings, clearly identifying the signiﬁcance
of the anthropological paradigm in urban research and its centrality both to mainstream academic debates and to society more broadly. With
essays from experts on wide-ranging ethnographic research from ﬁelds as diverse as China, Europe, India, Latin and North America and South
East Asia, this book demonstrates the contribution that empirically-based anthropological analysis can make to our understanding of our
increasingly urban world.
The Politics of Crime in Turkey Zeynep Gönen 2015-10-18 This book focuses on urban crime and policing in Turkey since the steady
economic decline of the 1990s. Concentrating on the attempts to 'modernize' the policing of Izmir, Zeynep Gonen highlights how the police
force expanded their territorial control over the urban space, speciﬁcally targeting the poor and racialized segments of the city. Through indepth interviews and ethnographic observations of these 'targeted' populations, as well as rare ethnographic data from the Turkish police,
surveys of the media and politicians' rhetoric, Gonen shows how Kurdish migrants have been criminalized as dangerous 'enemies' of the order.
In studying the ideological and material processes of criminalization, The Politics of Crime in Turkey makes the case for the neoliberal politics
of crime that uses the notion of 'security' to legitimize violence and authoritarianism. The book will be of interest to criminologists, as well as
those investigating the modern Turkish state and its relationship to the Kurds in the wider region. The multilayered methodology and
conceptual approach sheds light on parallel developments in penal and security systems across the globe.
Work, Society and the Ethical Self Chris Hann 2021-09-17 Primarily on the basis of ethnographic case-studies from around the world, this
volume links investigations of work to questions of personal and professional identity and social relations. In the era of digitalized
neoliberalism, particular attention is paid to notions of freedom, both collective (in social relations) and individual (in subjective experiences).
These cannot be investigated separately. Rather than economy with ethics (or the proﬁtable with the good), the authors uncover complex
entanglements between the drudgery and exploitation experienced by most people in the course of making a living and ideals of emancipated
personhood.
Mobile Urbanity Neil Carrier 2019-07-11 The increased presence of Somalis has brought much change to East African towns and cities in
recent decades, change that has met with ambivalence and suspicion, especially within Kenya. This volume demystiﬁes Somali residence and
mobility in urban East Africa, showing its historical depth, and exploring the social, cultural and political underpinnings of Somali-led urban
transformation. In so doing, it oﬀers a vivid case study of the transformative power of (forced) migration on urban centres, and the
intertwining of urbanity and mobility. The volume will be of interest for readers working in the broader ﬁeld of migration, as well as
anthropology and urban studies.
Almost, but Not Quite Bored in Pula Andrea Matošević 2021-07-16 Based on interviews and ﬁeldwork conducted among residents of Pula,
a coastal city in Northwestern Croatia, this study explores various aspects of a local feeling of boredom. This is mirrored in the term tapija, a
word of Turkish origin describing a property deed, and in Pula’s urban slang it has morphed from its original sense describing a set of aﬀective
states into one of lameness, loneliness, unwillingness, and irony. Combining lively conversations with a signiﬁcant bibliography of the topic,
the result is a compelling local anthropological study of boredom in a wider historical and global context.
The Archive of Loss Maura Finkelstein 2019-04-19 Mumbai's textile industry is commonly but incorrectly understood to be an extinct relic of
the past. In The Archive of Loss Maura Finkelstein examines what it means for textile mill workers—who are assumed not to exist—to live and
work during a period of deindustrialization. Finkelstein shows how mills are ethnographic archives of the city where documents, artifacts, and
stories exist in the buildings and in the bodies of workers. Workers' pain, illnesses, injuries, and exhaustion narrate industrial decline; the ways
in which they live in tenements exist outside and resist the values expounded by modernity; and the rumors and untruths they share about
textile worker strikes and a mill ﬁre help them make sense of the industry's survival. In outlining this archive's contents, Finkelstein shows how
mills, which she conceptualizes as lively ruins, become a lens through which to challenge, reimagine, and alter ways of thinking about the
past, present, and future in Mumbai and beyond.
Work and Livelihoods Susana Narotzky 2016-12-01 Winner of the Society for the Anthropology of Work book prize 2017 This volume
presents a global range of ethnographic case studies to explore the ways in which - in the context of the restructuring of industrial work, the
ongoing ﬁnancial crisis, and the surge in unemployment and precarious employment - local and global actors engage with complex social
processes and devise ideological, political, and economic responses to them. It shows how the reorganization and re-signiﬁcation of work,
notably shifts in the perception and valorization of work, aﬀect domestic and community arrangements and shape the conditions of life of
workers and their families.
The Underbelly of the Indian Boom Stuart Corbridge 2016-02-05 As India emerges as a major economic power, producing dollar
billionaires rising at the rate of 17 per year, more than 800 million Indians eke out a living on less than two dollars a day. This book takes the
reader to the underbelly of the Indian boom, an India that is not shining but is struggling to survive. From the Indo-Soviet Bhilai Steel Plant in
Chhattisgarh, where an aristocracy of labour is increasingly being replaced by a more vulnerable contract labour force, we move to the banks
of the Hoogly River. Here, Norwegian shipping companies exploit a precarious labour force that is as vulnerable to the vagaries of global
ﬁnance and its crisis as the elderly, especially women and wage-workers, who live in the slums of Chennai. Also in Tamil Nadu, but this time in
Tiruppur, we ﬁnd that the garment and textile industries boom has nurtured new regimes of debt bondage among industrial workers. Though
public concern about the vulnerability in which poor people ﬁnd themselves has resulted in new nation-wide schemes framed in the language
of rights, we ﬁnd in Bihar and Madhya Pradesh that the practical workings of these schemes are dependent on the regional political systems in
which they are enmeshed. We end in the belly of the Maoist-inspired Naxalite insurgency, denounced by the Indian government as the
country’s greatest security challenge, where the poor are being mobilised to rise against the injustices of the Indian state. This book was
originally published as a special issue of Economy and Society.
Anthropologies of Class James G. Carrier 2015-02-05 A study of class and inequality from an anthropological perspective, bringing together
an international team of researchers.
Migration - Networks - Skills Astrid Wonneberger 2016-05-31 Migration, networks, skills: these keywords not only denote three popular and
important ﬁelds of current investigation in Social Sciences and Cultural Studies, they also mark the wide range of interests of cultural and
social anthropologist Waltraud Kokot, who is to be honoured in this Festschrift. Internationally distinguished scholars from ﬁve European
countries and various academic disciplines present their most recent research ﬁndings on topics such as diaspora and migration studies,
urban anthropology and the anthropology of crafts, all of which are connected by the common themes of mobility and transformation.
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